
MagnusMaster ‘Controlling the Waves’

A new generation rotor stabilizer. Advanced, high-end technology based on a universal law of nature: 
the Magnus effect. Discovered and documented by Heinrich Gustav Magnus.

MagnusMaster is a fully electrically driven, non-hydraulic roll damping system for yachts up to 30 
metres based on the Magnus effect. Instead of traditional fins, the system uses rapidly rotating 
cylinders which, subject to the direction of rotation, generate an up or downward pressure.

The biggest advantage of a rotor system in comparison to a fin driven conventional system, is the 
greater roll damping at lower speeds. To achieve effective roll damping with fins it is necessary to 
reach a substantial speed through the water. This is partly due to the fact that often, the surface of the 
fins have been designed to be as small as possible to reduce the risk of damage. In shallow water, 

protruding fins are, in particular, very vulnerable.

MagnusMaster features retractable rotors, eliminating the risk of damage. The retracted rotors remain largely within the turbulent boundary layer1 of 
the vessel so that any resistance is negligible.

If the rotors are in use in the “Drive” position, they can protrude outside the hull of the ship. However, should the engine be put in to neutral, the rotors 
automatically retract. This prevents damage during maneuvering and berthing at quays, in locks and ports.

The rotors do not have any effect on the steering and therefore, unlike fin based systems, can be mounted at a position of choice. For the majority of 
yachts, this is likely to be dictated by the onboard available space for the compact electric motor. It is even possible to mount the rotor at the stern 
which, in particular for fast-moving yachts, may be preferable.
 



Download Brochure

Some videos:

Aquanaut & MagnusMaster Magnuseffect test Andante Functioning of the MagnusMaster

Advantages:
➢ The new DMS rotor system is maintenance free:

◦ The system does not have distribution belts
◦ Maintenance-free bearings are used around the axes

➢ The system is much more compact than simualar systems and the installation height is reduced
➢ Manual operation is much more user friendly than simular systems
➢ The system has a very user friendly control system with extensive diagnostic capabilities
➢ A colour touchscreen has been added
➢ It has a robust communication system via CANbus system
➢ Professional wiring and cabling, both internally and externally
➢ It features high quality digital sensors which can not be influenced by surrounding environmental factors
➢ The current rotor positions are always visible
➢ Remote access and / or monitoring is possible
➢ Possibility of integration with onboard systems
➢ Silent operation

http://www.dmsholland.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/brochure_DMS-Holland_EN.pdf
http://www.dmsholland.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/brochure_DMS-Holland_EN.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R6FIx4bA-As?rel=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elKSqYDQNAY?rel=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=przGope1d38?rel=0


➢ Full electric drive
➢ No hydraulics. No expensive, vulnerable hydraulic pumps, cylinders or high pressure lines and no risk of oil leaks on board.
➢ Retractable (safe during transportation)
➢ High damping (also at low speed)
➢ Compact and easy installation
➢ No valuable loss of space on board
➢ Higher momentum (better damping)
➢ High static heel (best performance in following seas)
➢ No steering effect (even transom mount is possible)
➢ 3 term controller (angle- velocity-acceleration)
➢ Easy to operate (park – drive)
➢ Programmable response level

More information can be found on the website of DMS Holland.

http://www.dmsholland.com/stabilizers/magnusmaster-2/

